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NATURAL SUPERIORITY OF 
WOMEN 
Ashley Montagu 

Questions about the reading 
• What influences many of the 
diseases from which men suffers? 
• Is it really so that men are not 

stronger than women even though they are 
physically more powerful? Why? 

 
Writing Assignment 

• How do you think - who is more stronger: your 
female friend or your male friend? Why? 

Edward Hoagland paints a picture with words. He 
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describes the intricate interactions of the crowd at the carnival. The story goes 
on to describe the motion of the carnival itself, in which the details presented 
show us an active and complex scene. 
 

The carnival, operating with almost equal intricacy, had the same aura bout it of 
participation in a grand design. The Octopus - six angular arms with buckets on the 
ends - reeled in a circle round and round, each bucket revolving on its own axis. 
The round-up, a centripetal device, started flat, like a potter's wheel, and then stood 
up on edge, with the riders pressed hard against the rim. There were Bumper-cars; a 
corousel with a small but effective organ-tin-tin, tub-tub- and bleached but 
convulsive horses. The mechanical activity - big Allis-Chalmers engines pistoning 
under a subtler, wider roil - gave the carnival some of the sweeping majesty of a 
steamship which makes shuttle crossing and doesn't register its significance by 
where it's going so much as by what's going on within its hub of lights. The roaring 
rides, the local Legionnaires of fering their version of craps and roulette, all 
amounted to a vast river boat that was traveling slowly through town. Sometimes 
the machines ran the men and sometimes the men enjoyed their dominion over the 
machines, but though the announcer for the hell drivers apologized to the crowd 
many times for the fact detected on account of the Moonshot, nobody who worked 
in the carnival felt in the least eclipsed by this event. 

 
• centripetal - доцентровий 
• convulsive - судорожний, конвульсивний 
• jib - тупцювати 
• - oil - стан неспокійності чи збудження 
• blast - різкий порив вітру; звук духового інструменту 
• dominion - суверенітет; володіння, маєток, домініон 
• feathery - легкий немов перо 
• subtle - тонкий, ніжний (про запах); гострий, тонкий (про зауваження); 

хитрий, підступний 
• rim - обідок, край; оправа (окулярів); обід 

 
Questions about the reading 


